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SIZE AND GROWTH

Total information services user expenditures in the wholesale distribution

sector will reach sonne $900 million in 1987, representing a 17% growth rate

from the 1986 figure of $767 million. This is roughly on a par with the

industry as a whole. Size and growth forecasts for this sector from 1986 to

1991 are presented in Exhibit l-l.

Within this sector, however, there will be marked differences in growth rates

for different delivery modes.

Software product sales will lead, with an average annual growth rate of

26%—one of the highest for this delivery mode among all industry

sectors. Microcomputer software will fare even better, enjoying a 30%

compounded growth rate.

At the other end of the growth spectrum are processing services which

are forecast to grow, on average, only 5% per year through 1991.

This would be higher were it not for the even lower growth rate,

3% per year, forecast for facilities management services.

When the effects of inflation are considered, this represents a

negative real rate of growth.

III-WH-1
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EXHIBIT 1-1

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTION SECTOR
FORECAST

SERVICE MODE

1986-
1991
AAGR

(Percent)

1 QQ119 9 1

User
Expenditure

Current
Dollars

($ Millions)

1991
Size
Rank

1986-
1991
Growth
Rank

Processing Services

- Remote Computing/Batch 6% $296 4 5

- raciiity Management O 0/O To 1 QO O 71 7
#

Total Processing
Services

5% $334 5 6

Application Software

- Mainframe/Mini 24% $541 3 3

- Micro 30% 216 6 1

Total Applications SW 26% $757 1 2

Turnkey Systems 18% $604 2 4

Grand Total 17% $1,695 m m

MSVA-WH S Ill-WH-2
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The year 1986 was the first in which processing services did not dominate as

the principal delivery mode for this industry sector. Mustering only a modest

7% growth rate from 1985 to 1986, processing services were outstripped by

turnkey systems as the principal delivery mode for Industry-specific services.

Turnkey systems spending reached $269 million in 1986 with a 20% user

expenditure growth over I 985.

By 1988, turnkey systems will be surpassed by applications software as the

delivery mode absorbing the greatest spending for industry-specific

information services in the wholesale distribution sector.

III-WH-3
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II ISSUES, TRENDS, AND EVENTS

A. INTRODUCTION

• The wholesale distribution industry represents one of the most interesting and

challenging targets for infornnation services suppliers.

• Sonne of the most important challenges include addressing an industry where

there exists:

A plethora of widely different submarkets such as industrial machinery,

petroleum products, grocery and food products, hardware, automotive,

toys, furniture, and a dozen other submarl<ets, many with different

information services requirements.

Widely differing growth rates among industry subsectors.

Some very large wholesale distribution firms which are leading-edge

implementers of computer technologies and many thousands of very

small firms, many of which have only recently begun to implement

information systems.

Some of the broadest technological and application challenges facing

computer user of any industry in the economy.

III-WH-5
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• And, as the previous section indicated, while the industry affords ample

opprotunity for revenue growth among certain delivery modes, for example

sales of software products and turnkey systems, it presents a problem for

vendors serving slowly growing segments or applications.

B. INDUSTRY STRUCTURE AND TRENDS

• The wholesale distribution industry consists of three types of firms:

Independent distributors, sometimes called merchant wholesalers, who

contribute some 55-60% of total industry sales volumes. Their

contribution to total industry sales is increasing.

Manufacturers' sales branches which generate some 35% of industry

sales. Their portion of sales is in flux.

Foreign manufacturers targeting the U.S. marketplace could

cause this portion to go up or down depending on whether they

utilize existing distribution channels or opt for the more

difficult and higher cost but longer term potentially more

profitable establishment of their own distribution networks.

Independent agents and brokers which contribute roughly 10% of total

industry volume. Their share is experiencing contraction.

• Market share is an important indicator of relative market strength as one

percentage point represents approximately $4 billion in sales.

» Different submarkets are enjoying (or suffering) widely differential growth

rates.

III-WH-6
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The drug, machinery, and hardware sectors are experiencing strong

growth rates.

On the other hand, wholesalers in the food, petroleum, furniture, and

most raw material sectors, impacted largely by deflationary forces in

their respective markets, are suffering from poor or, in many cases,

negative growth rates.

Poor performance in these industries is hurting distributors as

customers stretch out payables, purchase in smaller quantities,

pressure distributors for better terms, and sometimes (as was

dramatically shown in this year's LTV bankruptcy case) pay at

only a fraction on the dollar or not at all.

The entire industry is beset by financial squeezes associated with:

Low inflation and a resulting inability to raise prices or pass along

costs.

High real interest rates and their burden In carrying large inventories.

The extent of the burden can be dramatic. Inventory can represent as

much as 70% of the asset value of wholesale distributors. Inventory

carrying costs sometimes reach 40% of distributors' expenses.

Almost 90% of the expense of doing business in this industry is associated with

three activities—inventory financing, warehousing, and transportation.

Overall, the industry's profit margins are quite low (typically 2-3%), so

pressures to improve efficiency and profitability are strong.

Some of the most Important economic pressures facing the industry are

summarized in Exhibit ll-l.

III-WH-7
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EXHIBIT 11-1

ECONOMIC ISSUES AFFECTING WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTION
AND IMPLICATIONS FOR INFORMATION SERVICES SUPPLIES

DISTRIBUTION
INDUSTRY
SECTOR ISSUES

OPERATIONAL
IMPLICATIONS

All Subtracters Continued Low
Inflation

Difficult to Pass
on Costs

Profitability

Lost Containment

Food, Petroleum,
Furniture, Raw
Materials

Actual Deflation

Contraction
Consolidation

Tightened Cash
Receivables and
Inventory Mgt.

Drugs, Hardware,
Apparel, Printing

Sectional Growth Acquisition Analysis
Capacity Planning
Distribution

Electrical Goods,
Machinery, Motor
Vehicles

ForeignCompetition
in Source Industries

Product Line

Expansion

Increased Compe-
tition

MSvA-WH S IIl-WH-8
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• These economic pressures have driven many wholesalers to specialize their

market focuses so as to:

Increase the turnover of (and hence the return on) any given inventory

item.

Secure from suppliers the advantages of higher volume purchases.

Obtain longer purchase commitments from customers or commitments

for larger quantities.

• As a result, all wholesalers have increased their attention to financial analysis

and management. This attention should be reflected in vendors' product

offerings.

• The wholesale distribution industry is very splintered in terms of the size of

the firms participating, as shown in Exhibit 11-2.

• Fewer than 2% of the firms in the industry generate almost 50% of the total

sales. Their businesses typically span multiple sites, and they may even

participate in multiple subsectors of the larger distribution business.

One large southwest wholesale distributor with revenues approaching

$200 million operates In 40 locations and addresses 10 distinct markets

including electrical equipment, industrial machinery, and robotics. It

has recently added a division to address factory automation needs and

is extending its services to Include design and Installation consulting

for factory automation systems.

Product and market diversification and geographic expansion will be

Important strategic activities for these firms over the next five

years. Communications will be a leading application for these firms.

They will need to integrate dispersed operations Into single logical

lil-WH-9
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EXHIBIT 11-2

REVENUE CONCENTRATION IN INDEPENDENT WHOLESALE
DISTRIBUTION ESTABLISHMENTS

ANNUAL
SALES
1985

($ Millions)

NUMBER
OF

ESTABLISHMENTS

PERCENT
OF

ESTABLISHMENTS

PERCENT
OF

SALES

< $5,000 298,000 88.7% 27

$5 - 25,000 33,000 9.7% 27

> $25,000 5,400 1.6% 46

MSvA-WH S III-WH-IO
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reporting and even operational units while extending services into

customer premises with customer site inquiry and order entry

terminals, design and engineering assistance, etc.

A combination of factors including declining hardware costs, link-ups

with retail chains, and specialized requirements have led many of these

firms to install sophisticated information processing systems in-house,

frequently replacing outside processing services.

Large firms are the most active in pushing new information processing

technologies such as electronic data interchange (EDI), forward

integration to include point-of-sale (POS) systems, automated ware-

houses, etc. These firms are the principal markets for applications

software sales for mainframe and minicomputer systems.

At the other end of the spectrum, some 300,000 firms (87% of the industry's

business units) earn less than $5 million a year in revenue, contributing only

27% of the industry's total sales. Most carry only very specialized lines and

serve only local urban markets. This stratum will experience substantial

consolidation in the next five years as the firms are unable to match larger

wholesalers in such competitive areas as price, selection, delivery, value-

added support services, purchase terms, etc.

Many undercapitalized firms are now falling victims to softness in their

customers' industries and the resultant stretch-out in receivables. One survey

by a national distributor's association indicated that 30% of these firms had

received acquisition offers within the past year.

Many of these "Mom and Pop" distributors have implemented only the

most primitive automation or information systems.

These smaller firms are the largest buying segment in the

wholesale distribution industry of microcomputer software and

Ill-WH-I I
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micro-based turnkey systems. They will continue to purchase

large numbers of such systems over the next five years.

However, given the relatively low and declining prices and

resultant pressures on profit margins from the sale of such

systems, vendors should look at distribution strategies that

either sell and install through existing sales and support

networks or that involve third-party value-added resellers

(VARs).

Between these two extremes of company types are some 30,000 wholesale

distributors earning between $5 and $25 million per year. These companies

are more likely than their smaller counterparts to possess the diversification

and the financial and management wherewithal to survive contractions In

customer industries and competitive pressures in their own.

Aggressive computerization is forecast for this stratum as companies

automate warehouse operations, order processing, inventory manage-

ment, purchasing, receivables collections, and sales tracking and

forecasting.

Automation is less a strategic thrust for these companies than it is a

matter of survival in meeting the cost and competitive pressures In

their environment. Medium-sized firms form the backbone of the

aggressive growth forecasts In turnkey systems sales, systems typically

based on business-oriented minicomputers such as IBM's System

34/36/38.

Wholesale distributors are being confronted by a dizzying array of new

technologies and applications, all of which hold the potential for assisting in

cost containment, service level maintenance or enhancement, and

strengthening of competitive position.

lll-WH-12
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Among the most important computer and communications technologies

emerging in this industry are:

Point of sale (POS) and the forward integration of data collection Into

retail channels.

Electronic data interchange (EDI), now aimed at reducing labor costs

associated with copious data entry and re-entry requirements of order

processing. Soon EDI will be extended to support automatic payment

transfers among suppliers, wholesalers, and retailers.

Software Integration to make data collected from one part of the

business available to aid analysis and reporting in others. Examples

include:

Inventory stock status being available to customers for inquiry.

Sales data being used to develop profiles for targeting new

markets or customers.

Communications, typically between dispersed offices or

warehouses or between customer sites and warehouses.

Expert systems.

Exhibit 11-3 summarizes some of these technological issues and the challenges

they pose to IS departments and vendor sales.

III-WH-13
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EXHIBIT 11-3

TECHNOLOGICAL ISSUES AFFECTING
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTION

TECHNOLOGY RATIONAL CHALLENGES

POS Data Capture Leads to:

- Customer Analysis
wcilt;o IVIUUc;llliy/

Forecasting

Forward Integration

of Data Collection

HOW Much Data to

Capture, Analysis

EDI Cost Reduction In

Order Processing

Software Commun-
ications Standards

Software
Integration

More Efficient Use
of Data

Tower of Babei
Syndrome
Resources

Expert
Systems

Inventory Cost
Minimization
Delivery Optimization

Cost of Implemen-
tation

Least Computerized
Industry Function

MSVA-WH S
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APPLICATION ANALYSIS

The classic "bedrock essential" applications of the wholesale industry include

inventory management, purchasing, order processing, accounts receivable,

accounts payable, expense reporting, and sales forecasting. These functions

are usually offered on even the smallest systems, including PCs.

As wholesalers grow in size, their applications requirements evolve to focus

less on transaction-based processing and more on management reporting

applications. This is especially true as firms expand to new markets and

product lines, as the number and stocks of inventoried items increase, and as

pressures grow to boost financial performance through improved inventory

mangement.

At the high end, the most sophisticated wholesalers are implementing

programs to dynamically model inventory stocks, economic order

quantities (EOQ), customer, product line and market profitability, and

delivery routing. Exhibit lll-l displays this evolution toward higher

value-added applications as users' size and sophistication increases.

Some of the applications cited by users as among the most important for them

over the next two to five years are discussed below.

iII-WH-15
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EXHIBIT III-1

EVOLUTION TOWARD HIGHER VALUE-ADDED APPLICATIONS
IN THE WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTION INDUSTRY

EDI

POS

Bar Coding
Optic Electric

Scanning

Customer Credit

Analysis

Customer/Market
Modeling

Automated Order Picking

Product-Based Margin Analysis

Future
Value-Added

/ Customer Site

/ Terminals

Product
Line-Based

Telemarket- \
Ing \ Percent

\ Value-

/ Warehouse
/ Mechanization

Margin
Analysis

Customer Profit-\ Added

ing \

/ DNM Cost Flow Mgt. On-Line Catalogs \

/ Purchasing Accounts Payable

/ Inventory Accounts Receivable Sales Forecasting \

/ Order Processing Expense Reporting

Operations Accounting/Finance Marketing
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A. ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT INTERCHANGE

• Electronic document interchange poses one of the nnost far-reaching

challenges to the wholesale distribution industry of any existing technology.

• Its innplementation to date has been retarded by several factors such as:

The fractured nature of the industry with nnany small, independent

wholesalers.

The lack of system software and communication standards (though use

of the ANSI XI2 standard is emerging in this area).

The unwillingness or inability of many participants to devote the

resources necessary to implement EDI.

• Though implementation is still largely a promise, several factors indicate that

it will emerge in a major way within the next five years:

The potential for cost reduction is enormous simply through reducing

labor requirements for data re-entry and thereby eliminating errors

caused by rekeying. Users have estimated potential cost reduction in

these areas of as much as 70%.

Definition, implementation, and enforcement of a standard would be a

major strategic advantage for a large manufacturer, wholesaler, or

chain which was able to gain early adherence, participants, and

momentum.

The reservation systems of United and American airlines pose

analogous cases. They have proven of enormous strategic value

to both companies.

lll-WH-17
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ATM networks in banking have also been used to similar effect.

It is possible, though less likely, that a major systems vendor might

attempt to establish a standard for order, receipt, or manifest

interchange. IBM's effort several years ago in the insurance field is

suggestive.

• Overall, EDI applications will grow from a small base at an average annual

rate of over 1 00% for each of the next five years.

B. DISTRIBUTION RESOURCE PLANNING

• Distribution resource planning (DRP) grew out of manufacturing resource

planning technologies in the late 1970s.

• DRP programs automate purchasing, storage and retrieval and utilize sales

forecasts to determine the size and frequency of inventory replenishments.

It is used by warehouse personnel to prevent inventory stock-outs and

overages and to minimize inventory carried by finance to predict cash

flow requirements and perform margin analyses by product lines or

products and by marketing to streamline customer deliveries and plan

product promotions, introductions, etc.

It can serve as a "cradle-to-grave" tracking system for monitoring

parts flows from manufacturers through to retail shelf.

• Users are experimenting with rule-driven programs resembling expert systems

which predict optimum reorder times and quantities, taking advantage of

discounts for volume purchases, prompt payments, etc.

lll-WH-18
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Such systems reduce warehousing, Inventory carrying, and transportation

costs, the major cost components for this industry.

C DISTRIBUTION NETWORK MANAGEMENT

Distribution network management is an application originally developed within

the transportation industry to optimize the costs of delivering diverse types of

freight to many locations over several possible modes.

It grew out of linear programming concepts and originally required

large hardware, software, and staff commitments.

Recently, it has been married to DRP to add a transportation component to

overall operating cost planning and analysis.

It is winning increasing acceptance in the wholesale distribution industry for

modeling such variables as:

Delivery routes and alternatives.

Fleet and equipment requirements.

Cargoes.

Delivery frequencies.
. f

Multilocation inventory stocks.

Backhaul opportunities.

Freight budgets.

III-WH-I9
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Some users have reported increases in vehicle fill rates of as much as 50%.

Applications are being interfaced to fleet maintenance programs that peform

vehicle repair frequency evaluation, cost analysis, and equipment amortiza-

tion scheduling.

The objectives are financial analyses and operations models aimed at

increasing services (e.g., delivery frequency) while holding constant or

reducing costs (e.g., delivery, inventory holding).

OTHERS

Users noted several other important applications which they intended to begin

implementing over the next two years:

Dynamic inventory modeling.

Bar code reading.

Sales forecasting.
.

,>^^

Telemarketing.

Point of sale.

Communications.

I

I

lII-WH-20
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I.S. BUDGETS

Information systems budgets are approximately 0.7% of revenue in the

wholesale distribution industry. This is close to the average for all industries.

Forty percent of the companies in the wholesale distribution sector expect

information systems budgets to increase in 1987. Another 40% expect their

budgets to remain the same. Twenty percent expect IS budget decreases.

The average budget growth expected for I 987 is 2.7%. In I 985, the sector's

average IS budgets increased 5.4%.

Exhibit IV-
1 shows the distribution of expenses in the wholesale distribution IS

budgets.

lll-WH-21
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EXHIBIT IV-1

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTION
1986 BUDGET DISTRIBUTION

1986 I.S.

BUDGET nil f> r~TBUDGET
CATEGORY (Percent)

Personnel 44.5%

Mainframe 18.4%

Mini 4.4%

Micro 7.5%

Other Hardware 1.1%

Total Hardware 31.4%

Communications 6.5%

PFS/SW Development 1.0%

Applications Software 4.2%

Systems Software 2.5%

Hardware Maintenance 4.3%

Software Maintenance 3.4%

Other 2.2%

Total 100.0%

MSVA-WH S III-WH-22
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V VENDOR PROFILES

A. MSA

I. PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

• Management Science America (Atlanta, GA) sells the Expert Series line of

software which includes financial management software for a variety of

industries including wholesale distribution.

• Specific modules for wholesale distribution include:

Order processing.

Purchasing.

Sales forecasting.

• In the first half of 1986, MSA released Information Expert, a set of software

integration tools that allow each module in its distribution product line to

access data from any other module.

iII-WH-23
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2. COMPANY DIRECTIONS

• MSA is known for its strong off-the-shelf product orientation rather than for

providing service and modifications for individual clients. The introduction of

Information Expert can be seen as a continuation of this direction, providing

tools to customers so that they can do their own ad hoc customization,

reporting, and analyses.

• The company made a number of acquisitions in 1986, including ComServe,

Information Associates, Inc. (Rochester, NY), and RTS, Ltd., of Dublin,

Ireland. ComServe is a leading supplier of MRP software to the process and

discrete manufacturing sectors. The other two firms specialize in providing

IBM minicomputer (S/36/38)-based applications and provide a stronger

presence by MSA in markets with smaller distribution firms. The company's

stated goal of "verticalizing" many of its horizontal products for sales in

specific industry markets also points to this direction.

B. AMERICAN SOFTWARE

I. PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

• American Software, headquartered in Atlanta, provides distribution software

for wholesalers and for the distribution activities of discrete manufacturers.

• it offers a rich suite of modules covering all facets of wholesale distribution

management including:

Demand forecasting.

Inventory planning.

lll-WH-24
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Distribution requirements planning (DRP).

Customer order processing.

Purchasing.

Veinicle scheduling and loading.

It also offers an Inventory Planning Facility program that allows customers to

do simulation and modeling of their inventory stocks and flows.

The company also offers professional services aimed at helping customers

integrate American Software's products with their existing software program

and data files.

COMPANY DIRECTIONS

American Software has traditionally targeted Fortune 1000 manufacturers and

distributors but has indicated signs of expanding its target markets to include

smaller wholesalers.

Last year it introduced DRP/39, a DRP module for IBM's System 38

line of minicomputers.

They have acquired and codeveloped Accounts Receivable and Order

Processing programs for the System 38 in conjunction with Pru Tech

Research and Development Partnership.

It has also begun to introduce programs to run on IBM's System 36 line

of minicomputers.

In 1 985, the company introduced AMSOFT DRP-PC, a program to support PC
interfaces to its mainframe DRP systems.

III-WH-25
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C MCBA

1. PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

• MCBA is located in Glendale (CA). It addresses the wholesale distribution

marketplace with mini and microcomputer applications for accounting and

distribution management.

• Its primary product for distributors includes ten modules covering the

traditional areas of Order Entry, Purchasing, Inventory Management, and

Sales Forecasting, as well as accounting functions such as Accounts Payable,

Accounts Receivable, and General Ledger.

• It also supports Payroll, Customer List, and Fixed Asset and Depreciation

reporting.

• The package serves small- to medium-sized distributors with mini and micro-

computer systems.

2. COMPANY DIRECTIONS

• MCBA's strategy includes servicing the widest possible cross-section of whole-

salers, it does this in two principal ways:

Making its products available on the most popular systems including

minicomputers from Hewlett Packard, Wang, Texas Instruments,

AT&T, DEC, and the IBM AT.

Providing a product which can be used without customization but which

can be modified by the customer should they desire to fit their specific

needs.

lll-WH-26
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• Approximately 20% of MCBA's business comes from the wholesale distribution

industry.

D. GSI TRANSCOMM

• GSI Transcomm produces TOLAS, a line of applications software for distribu-

tion and financial analysis. It is also available as a turnkey system on DEC or

Tandem hardware.

• Modules, which range in price from $5,000 to $26,000, include:

Inquiry and reporting system.

Order entry/invoicing.

Inventory management and analysis.

Sales analysis.

Warehouse management.

Accounting/financial automation and analysis.

• A new product, Telestream, is an Al-based telemarketing system.

• The company is involved with The Carnegie Group of Pitsburgh (PA) in a

project to integrate artificial intelligence techniques into TOLAS modules.

• Backo produces a line of software modules for warehouses and wholesale

distributors. Prices range from $10,000 to $50,000.
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• Its products address the needs of wholesalers with multiple warehouses who

are automating their warehousing and distribution operations.

• Its basic product includes the most common distributor applications and is

able to be modified by the customer.

• The company's fiscal year 1985 revenues are in the $1-5 million range and

were up 1 50% over the previous year.

E. OTHER VENDORS

• Several vendors have staked out territories delivering software and turnkey

systems products to different segments of the wholesale distribution

marketplace.

Sentinel Computer Corporation of Cincinatti (OH) markets an IBM

PC/AT-based turnkey system targeted at wholesalers with multiple

offices and warehouses. The package, called Profit Control, supports

up to nine users with the esential distributor applications as well as

payroll and sales analysis.

Prophet 21, Inc. of Yardley (PA) sells a proprietary hardware and

software package specifically targeted at the small wholesale

distributor.

The system, called Foresee, includes more than 100 integrated

software modules, four interactive terminals, and a printer. The

basic model lists for $25,000.

The company markets through a network of 50 value-added

resellers and dealers. It recently opened five offices around the
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country to provide local training and sales support to resellers

and end users.

The company's 1985 sales totaled $20 million.

CRT Distribution Systems, Inc., Waukesha (Wl), provides a modular,

interactive turnkey system based on IBM System 34 or 36 hardware.

The system supports customer site terminals for remote stock status

inquiry, pricing, or order entry. Also included are telemarketing

programs and bar code reading hardware and software.
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APPENDIX WH-A: DISTRIBUTION INDUSTRY SECTOR SERVICES MARKET

FORECAST

• Exhibit WH-A- 1 covers the five-year forecast of the entire distribution sector

for information services markets, with the exception of professional services

and systems software (both of which are provided in the cross-industry

forecasts).

• Exhibit WH-A-2 covers the same five-year forecast for wholesale alone (the

difference between WH-A-I and WH-A-2 being the retail industry).
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EXHIBIT WH-A-1

DISTRIBUTION INDUSTRY SECTOR
INDUSTRY-SPECIFIC SERVICES MARKET, 1986-1991

Segmentation By

Delivery Mode
1 yoo
{$M)

oD-OD

Growth

1 SOU
($M)

1 QR7

($ M)

1 QRH
1 ^oo

($ M)

1 QRQ

($ M) ($M)

1991

($M)

AAGR
86-91

PROCESSING
SERVICES

Remote Comp./

Batch

$773 14% $883 $1,015 $1,185 $1,396 $1,592 $1,767 15%

j-aciiity Mgt. A Q CO/ CI cn oo / o 7%

Total Processing

Services

$821 7% $934 $1,069 $1,243 $1,458 $1,660 $1,840 15%

APPLICATIONS
SOFTWARE

Mainframe/

Mini

$215 29% $277 $357 $461 $595 $767 $902 27%

Micro 77 38% 106 148 205 272 358 464 34%

Total Appli-

cations Software

$292 31% $383 $505 $666 $867 $1,125 $1,366 29%

TURNKEY
SYSTEMS

$415 25% $564 $703 $865 $1,009 $1,146 $1,294 18%

Total $1,528 20% $1,881 $2,277 $2,774 $3,334 $3,931 $4,500 19%
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EXHIBIT WH-A-2

WHOLESALE INDUSTRY SECTOR
INDUSTRY-SPECIFIC SERVICES MARKET, 1986-1991

ocgrncnidiioii oy

Delivery Mode

1 QRf^

{$M) Growth

1Q8fi

($ M)

1987
($M)

1988
($M)

1989
($M)

1990
($M)

1991

($M)

AAGR
86-91

PROCESSING
SERVICES

Remote Comp./

Batch

$209 7% $224 $239 $253 $269 $282 $296 6%

Facility Mgt. O /o OH 37 38 3%

Total Processing

Sen/ices

$241 7% $257 $273 $288 $305 $319 $334 5%

APPLICATION
SOFTWARE

Mainframe/

Mini

$143 27% $182 $228 $289 $364 $459 $541 24%

Micro 45 31% 59 77 100 130 168 216 30%

Total Appli-

cation Software

$188 28% $241 $305 $389 $494 $627 $757 26%

TURNKEY
SYSTEMS

$224 20% $269 $323 $381 $449 $521 $604 18%

Total $653 17% $767 $901 $1,058 $1,248 $1,467 $1,695 17%
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About INPUT

INPUT provides planning information, analysis, and

recommendations to managers and executives in the

information processing industries. Through market

research, technology forecasting, and competitive

analysis, INPUT supports client management in

making informed decisions. Continuing services are

provided to users and vendors of computers,

communications, and office products and services.

The company carries out continuous and in-depth

research. Working closely with clients on important

issues, INPUT'S staff members analyze and inter-

pret the research data, then develop recommen-

dations and innovative ideas to meet clients' needs.

Clients receive reports, presentations, access to data

on which analyses are based, and continuous

consulting.

Many of INPUT'S professional staff members have

nearly 20 years' experience in their areas of speciali-

zation. Most have held senior management positions

in operations, marketing, or planning. This exper-

tise enables INPUT to supply practical solutions

to complex business problems.

Formed in 1974, INPUT has become a leading

international planning services firm. Clients include

over 100 of the world's largest and most techni-

cally advanced companies.

Offices

NORTH AMERICA
Headquarters

1943 Landings Drive

Mountain View, CA 94043

(415) 960-3990
Telex 171407

New York
Parsippany Place Corp. Center

Suite 201

959 Route 46 East

Parsippany, NJ 07054
(201) 299-6999
Telex 134630

Washington, D.C.

8298 C, Old Courthouse Rd.

Vienna, VA 22180
(703) 847-6870

EUROPE
United Kingdom
INPUT
41 Dover Street

London W1X 3RB
England
01-493-9335
Telex 27113

Italy

Nomos Sistema SRL
20124 Milano

Viale Vittorio Veneto 6

Italy

228140 and 225151

Telex 321137

Sweden
Athena Konsult AB
Box 22232
S-104 22 Stockholm
Sweden
08-542025
Telex 17041

ASIA

Japan
ODS Corporation

Dai-ni Kuyo Bldg.

5-10-2, Minami-Aoyama
Minato-ku,
Tokyo 107
Japan

(03) 400-7090
Telex 26487
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